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Summary: The aim of the study is to investigate the possibility for fourth grade students to use 
the adapted Fangcheng method as a tool for solving word problems. In the first part of the paper we 
give an overview of the Ancient Chinese Fangcheng method for solving systems of linear equations. 
The second part consists of the research methodology, results and discussion. We used the quasi-
experimental one-group design with post-test only. The sample included 48 fourth grade students. 
The research had two phases, and at the end of each phase post-tests were conducted. In the first 
phase, all students participated in the intervention program, while the second phase included only 
those students who performed well on the first post-test. The study results indicate that students who 
show greater interest in mathematics successfully adopt procedures necessary for the performance of 
the Fangcheng method. The findings of the study cannot be applied to all students considering the 
fact that there are certain limitations, such as a small sample size and quasi-experimental design. 
Therefore, some further research should be performed with a larger sample of students. However, 
since there are not many empirical researches which explore the effects of applying the history of 
mathematics in math teaching, we believe that our study contributes to the field.
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Introduction

Introducing history of mathematics in class-
rooms might help students understand that math-
ematics is a vivid discipline with rich cultural and 
historical roots in the practical life of people (Abah, 
2017). The idea of integrating contents of the histo-
ry of mathematics in a math class is not new (Fried, 
2001; Dejić & Mihajlović, 2014). There is a great 
number of works which offer various discussions 
on why and how to use the history of mathematics 
in mathematics teaching and learning (Mihajlović 
& Milikić, 2019). Researchers stress many bene-
fits of using history of mathematics in mathemat-
ics education, such as: laying foundation for bet-
ter understanding of mathematics; contributing to 
the development of students’ mathematical think-
ing; sharpening problem-solving skills; helping stu-
dents establish mathematical connections; provid-
ing a context for problems and ideas; suggesting 
alternative approaches to problem solving; show-
ing the relationships between different ideas, defi-
nitions, and applications; highlighting interaction 
between mathematics and society; making mathe-
matics more interesting and approachable; increas-
ing students’ motivation and developing positive at-
titudes toward learning; encouraging multicultur-
al approaches; overcoming students’ fear of math-
ematics; giving students a historical role-model; giv-
ing a human dimension to mathematics and math-
ematical knowledge (Fried, 2001; Liu, 2003; Wilson 
& Chauvot, 2000). Many studies and research indi-
cate that it is very important for preservice math-
ematics teachers to be familiar with the genesis of 
mathematical concepts and statements (Schubring 
et al., 2000; Dejić & Mihajlović, 2014). Didactic 
skills of teachers can be improved by analyzing old 
sources and past obstacles in the historical develop-
ment of mathematics, since these might explain the 
difficulties students face when forming some con-
cepts and ideas (Gulikers & Blom, 2001; Mihajlović 
& Milikić, 2019). Therefore, history of mathematics 
might serve as a guideline for teaching mathematics 

(Liu, 2003). The order of the topics in a math cur-
riculum is determined mostly in accordance with 
historical development of some mathematical ide-
as (Katz, 1993). It is known that students very of-
ten form certain mathematical concepts in the way 
similar to the way these concepts have been formed 
throughout the history of civilization: direct count-
ing, observation of the real objects, measuring, etc. 
(Dejić & Mihajlović, 2014). Evidently, students do 
not go through the entire process of the historical 
development (which sometimes lasted for centu-
ries) in learning these mathematical concepts, but 
use shorter routes facilitated by appropriate meth-
odological transformation of the mathematical con-
tents.

In this paper, we discuss the possibilities of 
introducing some pre-algebra concepts, such as sys-
tems of linear equations, to primary-grade students 
by using an ancient Chinese method. Considering 
the fact that there are not many empirical researches 
that explore the benefits of using the content of his-
tory of mathematics in a math class (Jankvist, 2009), 
we believe our research will significantly contribute 
to the field of study.

The Nine Chapters on the Art and Calculation – 
the Fangcheng method

The Jiu Zhang Suan Shu or The Nine Chap-
ters on the Art and Calculation represents one of the 
most important and most influential mathematical 
works in the long history of China (Schwartz, 2008). 
It is a collection of 246 mathematical problems with-
in different topics (measurement, architecture, en-
gineering, surveying) which are grouped into 9 
chapters (Siu, 1993). The authors and date are not 
known, but it is believed that it was composed by 
several generations of scholars from the tenth to the 
second century BC (Yuan, 2012). The original ver-
sion of the Nine Chapters contained rules and algo-
rithms, but there were no formal proofs or explana-
tions (Schwartz, 2008). In 263 AD, one of the great-
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est mathematicians of ancient China, Liu Hui (225–
295) edited and published the book. Furthermore, 
Liu Hui provided written commentaries and justifi-
cations for the used techniques. The eighth chapter 
of the book, entitled Fangcheng is dedicated to solv-
ing some real-life problems, such as calculating the 
yields of rice, prices of different products and num-
bers of animals (Yuan, 2012). It is based on practical 
applications to real life situations. It contains eight-
een riddles/problems dealing with systems of linear 
equations and their solution techniques are present-
ed. The problems in this chapter were set up in the 
way which is similar to how we would today formu-
late them in Linear algebra, using n equations with 
n unknowns (Mihajlović & Milikić, 2019). Out of 
18 problems, 17 can be formulated as well-defined 
linear equations (with variables ranging from 2 to 
5), while one of the problems represents an under-
determined linear system (5 equations and 6 vari-
ables). The Fangcheng method, the translation of 
which literally means “Method of rectangular ar-
rays”, deals with the solution of simultaneous lin-
ear equations with two to five unknowns by plac-
ing them in a table, and operating with columns in a 
way identical to the row transformations of the ma-
trix algebra (Joseph, 2011). 

Chinese computation procedure was per-
formed with a set of rods on a grid called counting 
board. Various numbers were represented by vari-
ous rod configurations. The rod numerals were put 
down on the counting board in the way identical to 
the one we use to form the matrix for solving equa-
tions with multiple unknowns. The detailed instruc-
tions for solving problems required setting up and 
manipulation of rod numeral rectangular arrays. 
The counting board allowed the Chinese to eas-
ily distinguish between different variables (Swetz, 
1979). The analysis of these manipulations implies 
that they used the same principle, which was devel-
oped fifteen hundred years later by famous German 
mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777–1855), 
known as the Gaussian elimination. Although a var-
iant of Gauss’ elimination procedure was proposed 

earlier by another mathematician, Tobias Mayer 
(1723–1762), this way of tackling systems of linear 
equations had not been found in any other math-
ematical tradition until the development of modern 
mathematics (Joseph, 2011).

We will illustrate the Fangcheng method 
in solving the first problem in Chapter 8, which 
involves harvesting three different grades of rice.

The problem. Now given 3 bundles of top 
grade paddy, 2 bundles of medium grade paddy, [and] 
1 bundle of low grade paddy. Yield: 39 dou of grain. 
2 bundles of top grade paddy, 3 bundles of medium 
grade paddy, [and] 1 bundle of low grade paddy, yield 
34 dou. 1 bundle of top grade paddy, 2 bundles of 
medium grade paddy, [and] 3 bundles of low grade 
paddy, yield 26 dou. Tell: how much [dou] does one 
bundle of each grade yield? (Schwartz, 2008: 11)

The problem can be represented with rods 
on the counting board (on the left), as well as with 
Arabic numerals (on the right), as given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The counting board and representation  
of Arabic numerals (Martzloff, 2006).

If we used the familiar algebraic notation, 
then the previous representation would be equivalent 
to the next set of equations

However, we will continue solving the prob-
lem with the use of rods and counting board. Af-
ter performing the series of multiplications and sub-
tractions with the appropriate columns, the initial 
“rectangular array” is reduced in tabular form as il-
lustrated in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Representation of the solution procedure  
on the counting board.

If we pay closer attention, we see that the ma-
trix of the system is actually reduced to a triangu-
lar form. By using simple division, the value of one 
of the unknowns can be determined (z=36/99), and 
the other two unknowns can be found using the 
successive substitutions. Martzloff indicates that the 
Fangcheng technique is “visibly nothing other than 
Gauss’s method” (Martzloff, 2006: 254), although 
Gauss’s work has little to do with the work of Chi-
nese authors.

Using the Fangcheng method to develop  
pre-algebra concepts in primary-grade students

From the pedagogical viewpoint, the history 
of mathematics has a potential to be used in math 
classes (Dejić & Mihajlović, 2014). As Costa et al. 
(2015) indicate, it can contribute to the develop-
ment of some pre-algebra concepts, such as systems 
of linear equations, unknowns and matrices. These 
authors performed a case study about the use of a 
simplified form of the Fangcheng method for solv-
ing a system of linear equations by a gifted 10 year 
old student. The results of the study indicated that 
it was possible to learn the Fangcheng method at a 
much earlier age compared to the age when solv-
ing systems of linear equations is usually taught. In 
Serbia, students in the lower primary school grades 
learn how to solve some simple linear equations 

with one unknown, and how to model word prob-
lems into these equations (Mihajlović & Milikić, 
2019). They do not learn how to solve systems of lin-
ear equations until the 8th grade of primary school. 
Nevertheless, in order to solve some complex word 
problems, which require the knowledge of the more 
advanced methods (such as systems of linear equa-
tions), primary school students (third and fourth 
grade) use certain mathematical models which al-
low them to transform these problems into simpler 
ones. The most commonly used models in Serbian 
primary schools are: the line segment model (which 
corresponds to the bar model), the rectangle area 
model and the false assumption method. For exam-
ple, the line segment model can be defined as a pic-
torial representation of a number in a form of a line 
segment. This model helps students understand the 
number relationships as well as which operations 
should be used to solve a word problem. It also ena-
bles them to visually represent known and unknown 
quantities, as well as the relation between both the 
known and unknown, and between two and more 
unknowns. This model is usually used when there 
is one of the following relations between unknown 
variables a and b: (a) a is greater than b by n, or (b) 
a is n times as large as b. The rectangle area mod-
el is used when one variable in the word problem 
can be expressed as a product of two other variables. 
The basic idea of the model is to represent the rela-
tion of three variables through the relation between 
the sides of the rectangle and its area. If one side of 
the rectangle is increased, the other side should be 
decreased in order for the area to remain the same. 
By using graphical representation in both of mod-
els, the system of two linear equations with two un-
knowns is transformed into the process of solving 
the equation with one unknown.

The Fangcheng method is based on adequate 
visual representation of numerals on the counting 
board and involves only basic calculations, such as 
subtraction and multiplication. Considering these 
and the study performed by Costa et al. (2015), we 
believe that primary grade students can understand 
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and use the Fangcheng method to solve some word 
problems that involve systems of linear equations.

Research methodology

The main aim of the study was to investigate 
the possibility for the fourth grade students to use 
an adapted Fangcheng method as a tool for solving 
word problems. The first research task was to deter-
mine if the fourth grade students were able to learn, 
understand, and use the Fangcheng method when 
solving the systems of linear equations with two un-
knowns. The second research task was to examine if 
students were able to learn, understand, and use the 
same method in solving the systems of linear equa-
tions with three unknowns.

A quasi-experimental one-group design with 
post-test only was used due to the fact that the study 
required the observation of a single group during 
and after the intervention (Privitera & Ahlgrim-
Delzell, 2018). In some situations, in which there 
is a much specific background knowledge about 
how the dependent variable might behave, the one-
group design with post-test only has merit (Shad-
ish et al., 2002). In our research, the pre-test could 
not be monitored since no student had had previous 
experience in using the presented method for solv-
ing systems of linear equations. Furthermore, there 
was no justified reason to include a control group 
since the comparison would not be possible consid-
ering that the contents presented to the experimen-
tal group were not usually taught in first four prima-
ry school grades, and sometimes not until the eighth 
grade. Hence, students in the control group would 
not be able to solve the test examining their under-
standing of the new method and contents, for tradi-
tionally they were not taught about these.

Sample. The research sample involved 48 
fourth grade students from two different classes of 
the primary school Boško Djuričić in Jagodina. The 
primary school and classes were randomly cho-
sen among other primary schools in Jagodina. The 

study was conducted at the end of the school year, 
in June 2019 and it took two weeks. There were 27 
male students and 21 female students. All students 
were 10 years old. The general students’ Mathemat-
ics achievements are presented in Table 1 and then 
in Table 2, in regard to the gender.

Table 1. Distribution of Mathematics grades at the 
end of the fourth grade.2

Grades 5 4 3 2 IEP2

Frequencies 58,33 31,26 6,25 2,08 2,08

Table 2. Distribution of Mathematics grades at the 
end of the fourth grade in regard to the gender.

Grades 5 4 3 2 IEP

boys 17 7 2 0 1

girls 11 8 2 2 0

The mean mathematics grade for all students 
(except for the students that study by IEP) was 4.49 
(SD = 0.72), 4.58 for boys (SD = 0.64), and 4.38 for 
girls (SD = 0.80). 

Procedure. The treatment involved two phas-
es. Each phase lasted two classes, within a seven-day 
interval. 

The first phase of the study included all stu-
dents of two fourth grade classes. The aim of this 
stage was to introduce the students to a revised ver-
sion of the Fangcheng method of solving a system of 
two equations with two unknowns.

The second phase of the study included stu-
dents who had correctly done at least two tasks after 
the first phase. The objective of this phase was the 
adoption of the Fangcheng method of solving a sys-
tem of three linear equations with three unknowns.

2 The Individualized Educational Plan developed to ensure 
that a child with a disability received specialized instruction.
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Instrument. During the study, the tasks de-
signed by the authors were used in both phases. 
The objective of the tasks was to adopt the method 
of solving a system of two equations with two un-
knowns in the first phase, that is, a system of three 
equations with three unknowns in the second phase. 
The degree of understanding the content the stu-
dents were dealing with was determined by the tests 
after the first (appendix 2) and second (appendix 4) 
phases of the study. The processing of the obtained 
data was done by standard qualitative analysis.

Results and Discussion

Although the content the students were in-
troduced to during the study was new to them, they 
showed an interest in adopting new contents in the 
class, which was reflected in their activities, their will-
ingness to comment, suggest and conclude, as well as 
to ask questions about the ambiguities encountered 
during their work.

The introduction to the first phase of the study 
was a task depicting two situations of maintaining 
balance on virtual scale by adding or subtracting ob-
jects of equal masses on the scale plates. The aim of 
both situations was for the students to come to the 
following conclusions:

- if we add or subtract equal masses of objects 
to the balanced scale plates, the scale will still remain 
balanced;

- if the mass of an object from one of the plates, 
which are in balance, gets doubled, tripled, etc. ... 
then we must increase the mass of the object on the 
second plate just as many times in order to keep the 
scale balanced;

Such considerations served to draw mathe-
matical conclusions:

- if we add or subtract the same number to the 
left and right sides of equality, the equality will con-
tinue to apply;

- if we multiply the left and right sides of equal-
ity by the same number, the equality will continue to 
apply.

These procedures are analogous to those re-
quired by students to perform operations with rows 
or columns in a table.

After the introductory part, the tasks complet-
ed in the first phase (appendix 1) are designed so that 
students should:

- in the first task, learn how to form a 
Fangcheng 2 × 2 table, subtract values of one column 
from the values of the other column, form a column 
with one zero in the first two rows, determine the val-
ue of one variable and, finally, determine the value of 
the other variable;

- in the second task, practice the procedures 
from the first task and become acquainted with the 
successive subtraction of values in one column from 
the values in the other column, and as an alternative, 
to form a zero in the table by determining the least 
common multiple in the same row, multiply the col-
umns by corresponding numbers, and then subtract 
values of one column from the values of the other col-
umn;

- in the third task, practice the procedures 
shown in the first two tasks.

When writing down the values in the tables, 
we used the left-to-right orientation, as this notation 
is common to students, much like Costa et al. (2015).

That this way of working with students has had 
a good effect is shown by the results obtained by test-
ing.

In the first task of the test, students were giv-
en a text-based system of two equations with two un-
knowns and the initial table was fully formed. The 
number values in one row of the table were equal, and 
the solution was obtained with a single subtraction 
of the corresponding values from the columns, after 
which the values of the variables were determined. 
Students’ success in each part of the assignment is 
given in the Table 3.
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Table 3. Students’ success in the first task.
Accurately 
subtracted 

correspond-
ing values 
from the 
columns

Accurately 
determined 
value of one 

unknown

Accurately 
determined 

value of 
both un-
knowns

Number of 
students 42 36 18

The first step in determining the solution, 
accurate subtracting of values from columns and 
forming zero in one column, was done by a large 
number of students. One cannot identify a specific 
category of students who did not successfully com-
plete this part of the task because among those who 
did not do this step well, was a student with a grade 
of 5. It is interesting that a student who works ac-
cording to the IEP, did the first step well.

The second step in solving the first task was to 
determine the value of one unknown. This step was 
done accurately by 75%, while the last step, replac-
ing one obtained value in the appropriate equation 
and determining the other unknown, was success-
fully done by 37.5% of the students.

We notice a global characteristic of all stu-
dent works in this and in the following tasks. Work-
ing with students in the class, the emphasis was not 
on the mathematical strictness of the writing in de-
termining unknown values, but on the correctness 
of data presentation. The procedure for determin-
ing the unknown values from the table will be illus-
trated to students by the example of task 2 from the 
class (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Writing and method of determining  
unknown values.

However, although the students determined 
the data during the class in the presented way, when 
it came to testing, all the students who came to the 
point when it was necessary to determine the value 
of the unknown, abridged the writing immediately 
by writing down the value of one unknown and ver-
bally performing computational operations to de-
termine the other unknown (Figure 4). 

The second test task required of students to in-
dependently mark the values and enter data in a table. 
There was a row in this table as well, in which there 
were two equal numbers, but the order of listing the 
variables in the task concept was different, so the stu-
dents had to pay attention to what position in the ta-
ble they were writing numbers on. Students’ success 
in each part of the task is given in the Table 4.

We see that the order in which the variables in 
the assignment were listed caused 18.75% of the stu-
dents to write wrong values in the table, which is con-
ditioned by the linearity of reading the assignment 
and not paying attention to the identicality of the 
values being entered in the same row. Almost equal 
number of students failed to successfully subtract the 
corresponding values from the columns. Character-
istically, out of the students who did not take a single 
step in the first task, only one failed to tabulate, and 
3 others failed to complete the required subtraction 
of the values from the columns as well. This leads to 
the conclusion that very few students failed to under-
stand all parts of the technique used in the class.

Table 4. Students’ success in the second task.

Accurate-
ly entered 
values in 
the table

Accu-
rately 

subtract-
ed corre-
sponding 

values 
from the 
columns

Accu-
rately de-
termined 

value 
of one 

unknown

Accu-
rately de-
termined 

value 
of both 

un-
knowns

Number 
of stu-
dents

39 29 25 16
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Although the number of students who suc-
cessfully determined only one variable is smaller 
than in the previous task, the approximate number 
of students managed to completely do this task as 
well. The number of students who accurately deter-
mined one variable is lower due to the computation-
al errors that students made while working.

The third task of the test, unlike the previous 
tasks, did not have the ready-made values in the row 
with which students could immediately determine 
the value of one variable by one subtraction of val-
ues from columns, that is, it was necessary to per-
form multiple subtraction of values from columns 
of the table. The example of task 2, which was done 
with the students in the class, illustrates the shown 

method of writing multiple subtraction of values 
from the columns of the table (Figure 5).

Although the original Fangcheng method is 
based on the described column subtraction process, 
in order to simplify the procedure, the students 
were explained that it was possible to get zero in 
one row by specifying one common multiple in a 
row and then by multiplying the columns by the 
corresponding numbers to obtain the required 
equal values in a row (Figure 6).

Twelve students did not attempt to do the 
third task, while 3 students did not create a good 
initial table. Students’ success in each part of the 
third task is given in the Table 5.

Figure 4. Methods to calculate unknown values.
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Figure 5. An example of the table layout and method for writing data.

Figure 6. Another method to get a zero in a table.

Table 5. Students’ success in the third task.

Accurately entered 
values in the table 

Accurately obtained 
zero in one column 

Accurately deter-
mined value 

of one unknown 

Accurately deter-
mined value 

of both unknowns
Number of students 33 14 12 7
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Students’ lower success rate in this task is no-
ticeable, and the reason for this is precisely their ina-
bility to figure out the transformation of tables in the 
process of obtaining a zero in one column. Out of 33 
students who successfully formed the table, 17 got 
zero in columns by multiplying the columns, while 
13 did it by multiple subtractions. It should be noted 
that three students continued their work by dividing 
values in one column, although there was no talk of 
this method of work in the class. There are obvious 
common computational errors made by students, as 
well as errors in which, when multiplying or sub-
tracting values in the table, they multiply or subtract 
the corresponding values of the first two rows, while 
leaving the last row unchanged.

The testing after the first phase served as an 
entrance test for the second phase, in which all stu-
dents who did well in at least two of the three tasks 
participated. Although 16 students met this require-
ment, 14 students attended the class. Only one stu-
dent had a grade of 4 and all others had a grade of 5 
in math. Of the 14 students, 4 were female and the 
rest were male. In an individual interview with the 
teachers of the two school classes, we found that 

all students who participated in the second phase 
showed a particular interest in math and all had suc-
cessfully participated in math competitions in the 
previous two years.

As the second phase envisages the adoption 
of the three-equation method with three unknowns, 
the tasks performed in this phase (appendix 3) are 
selected so that students:

- repeat the basic rules adopted in the first 
phase;

- adopt the formation of Fangcheng 3 × 3 ta-
bles;

- notice a method to reduce a 3 × 3 table to a 
2 × 2 case;

- adopt a procedure for determining un-
known values.

The testing of students after conducting the 
second phase of the study showed a high degree of 
understanding of the contents that were done. The 
students’ success in solving the test assignment 
where there is a text-based system of three equations 
with three unknowns using the Fangcheng method 
is given in the Table 6.

Table 6. Students’ success in the second test.
Accurately 

formed table 
3×3

Accurately 
formed reduced 

table 2×2

Accurately 
solved table 2×2

Accurately determined value 
of the variable

one two all
Number of 

students 14 12 11 9 7 6

All students successfully drew a 3 × 3 table, 
marked the rows and columns, and accurately en-
tered the numerical values in it.

Reducing the 3 × 3 table to a 2 × 2 table is ex-
plained to the students in such a way that it is nec-
essary to get two zeros in one row, by multiple sub-
tracting or multiplying, then by subtracting the cor-

responding values from the columns. Based on the 
results, we can see that this step was successfully un-
derstood by the students, and as an illustration of 
the whole procedure we present the work of one of 
the students (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. A student’s method of writing a solution.

During the examination of the students’ 
work, we noticed the work in which the student 
got two zeros in one column of the table, and 
then correctly completed the task, although this 
procedure of forming a 2 × 2 table differs from that 
shown in the class (Figure 8).

Further work with the 2 × 2 table was as 
good for most students as we expected it to be, but 
the results obtained in the Table 6 were conditioned 
by the computational errors that students made 
when calculating. Of the 6 students who accurately 
specified all the required information, 5 were male 
and 1 was female. Characteristically, male students 
made computational errors to a greater extent, and 
all female students successfully determined the 
value of at least one unknown.

Figure 8. Another method of obtaining zeros  
in a table and determining a solution.

Conclusion

Based on the quantitative and qualitative 
analysis of the fourth grade students’ tasks, we can 
conclude that they use the Fangcheng method with-
out any difficulties when solving text-based systems 
of linear equations with two unknowns within the 
given formed initial table. Difficulties arise when 
students need to mark the values and form a table 
on their own, which is often conditioned by the lin-
earity of reading the assignment and by not paying 
attention to the ratios between the values.

A large number of students manages to un-
derstand the technique used, but due to frequent 
computational errors, they are unable to accurately 
determine the values of the unknowns. Among the 
students who are able to apply the Fangcheng meth-
od in solving a system of linear equations with two 
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contents, it would be significant in subsequent stud-
ies to use a larger sample and examine whether and 
to what extent it is possible to adopt the Fangcheng 
method of solving a linear equation system with two 
and three unknowns. 

The history of mathematics offers teach-
ers many guidelines on how certain mathematical 
contents can and should be taught. However, there 
should be more empirical researches in order to ex-
plore the effects of using the history of mathematics 
in mathematics teaching. In this regard, it would be 
important in future studies to examine the views of 
teachers as to whether they apply segments of the 
history of mathematics in their teaching work, for 
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their application sufficiently arouses students’ inter-
est. 
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Appendix

Appendix 1

Tasks used for work with students  
in the first phase of the study

Task 1. Zoran measured 3 apples and 4 pears 
and obtained a mass of 1250 g. Mila measured 3 ap-
ples and 5 pears and obtained a mass of 1450 g. All 
apples have the same mass and all pears have the 
same mass. Determine the mass of one apple and 
the mass of one pear.

Task 2. Milan and Sladja packed the cookies 
in blue and white boxes. Milan packed 184 cookies 
in 8 blue and 12 white boxes. Sladja packed 82 cook-
ies in 4 blue and 5 white boxes. Each blue box has 
the same number of cookies and each white box has 
the same number of cookies (the number of cook-
ies in blue and white boxes does not have to be the 
same). How many cookies were put in each blue box 
and how many in each white box?

Task 3. Žarko wrote down three of the same 
numbers a and two of the same numbers b. The sum 
of all the numbers that Žarko wrote down is 1892. 
Mirka wrote down the number a four times, and the 
number b three times. The sum of the numbers Mir-
ka wrote is 2662. Determine the values of the num-
bers a and b.

Appendix 2

Tasks on the test  
after the first phase of the study

Task 1. Jova and Maja bought cookies and 
juices for their friends. Jova bought 5 cookies and 
7 juices and paid them 390 dinars. Maja bought 5 
cookies and 4 juices and paid them 330 dinars. De-
termine the price of the cookie and the price of juice.

Task 2. Saša bought 3 bags of caramels and 2 
bags of Negro candy, and Filip bought 2 bags of Ne-

gro candy and 4 bags of caramels. If Saša has 120 
candies in total and Filip 140, calculate how many 
caramels and how many Negro candies are in one 
bag.

Task 3. Goran measured the length and width 
of the yard. He used a stick and a rope to measure it. 
He measured that the length of the yard was equal 
to the length of 4 sticks and 6 ropes, and the width 
of 8 sticks and 3 ropes. If the length of the yard is 38 
m and the width is 31 m, calculate the length of the 
stick and rope.

Appendix 3

Tasks used for work with students  
in the second phase of the study

Task 1. If a farmer sells 2 cows and 5 sheep, he 
will earn 80,000 dinars, and if he sells 3 cows and 2 
sheep, he will earn 65,000 dinars. If we know that all 
cows are sold at the same price, as well as all sheep, 
at what price does the farmer sell one cow and at 
what price does he sell a sheep?

Task 2. Friends from the same class buy 
snacks every day. On Monday, they paid 230 di-
nars for two rolls, three yoghurts and five bagels. On 
Tuesday, they paid 340 dinars for two rolls, four yo-
ghurts and eight bagels. On Wednesday, they paid 
420 dinars for two rolls, five yoghurts and ten ba-
gels. How much is a roll, how much is yoghurt, and 
how much is a bagel? The price of a product did not 
change that week.

Task 3. Wooden crayons are sold in a book-
store in three different box sizes – small, medium 
and large. On Monday, 4 small, 3 medium and 1 
large box of crayons, or 70 crayons in total, were 
sold. On Tuesday, 2 small, 2 medium and 1 large 
box, or 50 crayons in total, were sold. A total of 65 
crayons were sold on Wednesday, 1 small, 2 medi-
um and 2 large boxes. How many crayons fit into a 
small box, how many into a medium size box and 
how many into a large box?
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Task 4. (Modified problem from Nine Chap-
ters) A farmer planted three types of wheat on the 
field: good quality wheat, medium quality wheat 
and poor quality wheat.

On the first day, he took three bundles of 
good quality wheat, two bundles of medium quality 
wheat and one bundle of poor quality wheat, and got 
a total of 12 kg of grain.

On the second day, he took two bundles of 
good wheat, three bundles of medium wheat and 
one bundle of bad wheat, and got a total of 13 kg of 
grain.

On the third day he took one bundle of good 
wheat, two bundles of medium wheat and three of 
bad wheat, and in total he got 20 kg of grain.

How many kilograms of grain are obtained 
separately from one bundle of good, medium and 
bad wheat?

Appendix 4.

Task on the test  
after the second phase of the study

There are three types of cookies in the 
“Sweet Square” pastry shop: muffins, egg-custards 
and thumbprint cookies. All the cookies are packed 
in boxes so that all boxes with the same type of 
cookie have the same number of cookies in the 
package.

Pastry chef Mica had three customers 
in the morning. She sold one box of muffins, two 
boxes of egg-custards and two boxes of thumbprint 
cookies to the first customer, a total of 21 cookies. 
To the second customer, she sold one box of muffins, 
three boxes of egg-custards and three boxes of 
thumbprint cookies, or a total of 30 cookies. The 
third customer bought a total of 56 cookies, two 
boxes of muffins, five boxes of egg-custards and six 
boxes of thumbprint cookies.

How many cookies does each of the boxes 
of muffins, egg-custards and thumbprint cookies 
contain?
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ИЗГРАЂИВАЊЕ ПОЧЕТНИХ АЛГЕБАРСКИХ ПОЈМОВА У МЛАЂИМ РАЗРЕДИМА  
ОСНОВНЕ ШКОЛЕ ПРИМЕНОМ ФАНГЧЕНГ МЕТОДЕ

Идеја о интегрисању садржаја историје математике у наставу математике није 
нова. Научници истичу да коришћење историје математике у математичком образовању 
може бити вишеструко корисно. Они сматрају да је врло битно да наставници матема-
тике буду упознати са процесом формирања математичких појмова и тврдњи јер ће им 
то знање помоћи да схвате са којим тешкоћама се суочавају њихови ученици. У ствари, 
историја математике нам показује да ученици врло често формирају математичке пој-
мове на сличан начин како је то чињено раније, током историје човечанства. Главна сврха 
овог истраживања је да представи одређене пре-алгебарске појмове, као што су системи 
линеарних једначина, у раду са ученицима основне школе помоћу једне старе кинеске мето-
де. У првом делу рада приказана је древна кинеска Фангченг метода. Ова метода описана је 
у осмом поглављу књиге Девет поглавља о уметности и рачунању (Jiu Zhang Suan Shu или 
The Nine Chapters on the Art and Calculation), једног од најзначајнијих и најутицајнијих дела 
из области математике у дугој историји Кине.  Овај метод био је првобитно коришћен 
за решавање свакодневних животних проблема, као што је рачунање приноса пиринча, 
обрачунавање цена појединих производа, као и за бројање животиња. Фанченг метод је 
начин решавања упоредних линеарних једначина са две до пет непознатих тако што се оне 
уносе у табелу, а рачунање које се врши у колонама табеле истоветно је трансформацији 
редова у савременој матричној алгебри. У Србији, ученици тек у осмом разреду основне 
школе уче како да решавају системе линеарних једначина. Циљ овог рада је испитивање 
могућности примене адаптиране Фангченг методе као средства за решавање текстуал-
но задатих проблема у раду са ученицима четвртог разреда основне школе. У другом делу 
рада приказани су методологија истраживања, резултати и дискусија. У истраживању је 
коришћен квазиекспериментални дизајн са једном групом и посттестом. Није постојао 
оправдан разлог да укључујемо и контролну групу, јер не би било могуће направити по-
ређење, будући да се садржаји који су представљени експерименталној групи не уче у прва 
четири разреда основне школе. Поред тога, предтест није било могуће спровести пошто 
нико од ученика није имао претходно искуство у вези са коришћењем представљеног ме-
тода за решавање линеарних једначина. Први истраживачки задатак био је да испитамо 
да ли ученици четвртог разреда основне школе могу да науче, схвате и примењују Фанченг 
метод за решавање система линеарних једначина са две непознате. У оквиру другог истра-
живачког задатка испитивали смо да ли ученици могу да науче, схвате и примењују исти 
овај метод у решавању система линеарних једначина са три непознате. Узорак истражи-
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вања чинило је четрдесет осам ученика четвртог разреда основне школе. Истраживање је 
спроведено у две фазе, а на крају сваке фазе рађен је посттест. У првој фази учествовали 
су сви ученици, док су у другој фази учествовали само ученици који су постигли успех на 
првом посттесту (14 ученика). Резултати истраживања указују да ученици који пока-
зују веће интересовање за математику са успехом могу да усвоје поступке неопходне за 
примену Фангченг методе. Штавише, већина ученика уме да користи Фанченг метод без 
икаквих тешкоћа за решавање текстуално задатих проблема у вези са системима лине-
арних једначина са две непознате у оквиру задате почетне табеле. Тешкоће се јављају када 
ученици треба да означе вредности и да сами нацртају табелу. Иако велики број ученика 
разуме технику коју је потребно користити, због честих грешака у рачунању они не умеју 
тачно да одреде вредности непознатих. Налазе истраживања не можемо уопштавати, с 
обзиром на чињеницу да постоје одређена ограничења, попут малог узорка и квази-експе-
рименталног модела. Имајући то у виду, потребно је спровести додатна истраживања на 
већем узорку ученика. С обзиром на то да не постоји велики број емпиријских истраживања 
која се баве испитивањем ефеката примене садржаја историје математике у настави ма-
тематике, верујемо да овај рад представља значајан допринос овој области. С тим у вези, у 
неким будућим истраживањима треба испитати ставове  наставника у вези са применом 
историје математике у настави, те утврдити у којој мери је они користе у сопственом 
раду са децом, у које сврхе, у којим сегментима школског часа, као и да ли историја матема-
тике у довољној мери побуђује интересовање ученика. 

Кључне речи: Фангченг метода, системи линеарних једначина, почетна настава ма-
тематике, ученици четвртог разреда основне школе.


